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&NEWS  NOTES

We’ve all been watching the recent unpredictable tornados, 
turbulent floods, raging fires, burning heat waves with great 
fear and disbelief. In the past few months, too many people 
have had to endure violent, uncontrollable, destructive 
events. They’ve lost their homes, all their belongings, their 
incomes, their loved ones. These unbelievable challenges may 
be a bit too real to use as metaphors, but the experiences we’ve 
all endured when life as we knew it suddenly changed forever 
were storms of a different sort. How cruel it must seem to 
have to go through a marital crisis and then Mother Nature 
socks it to you with a storm of Biblical proportions. It can be 
amazing to realize how much the human spirit can endure. 
And yet so many still are hopeful. 

Many of our own Straight Spouse constituents have had not 
only to endure that emotional turbulence, but they have also 
been victims of the raging environmental changes as well. The 
Straight Spouse Network Staff - some of whom were in those 
storms’ wakes - extends heartfelt wishes for your safety, your 
recovery and future security. Through hell or high water, we 
plan to be there for you. Rebuilding a life is hard. Restoring 
a broken heart seems impossible. We know you can heal, 
because so many of us already have. Our hearts and thoughts 
are with you all. Be safe. We will always be here for you. 

  – The Straight Spouse Network Staff

This Is Your Newsletter We welcome original 
articles, relevant news issues, upcoming events, personal 
stories, photos, poetry and art pertaining to the Straight 
Spouse Experience. This newsletter goes out to thousands 
of people worldwide. It is your chance to educate the world 
about the realities of being a Straight Spouse. 

Send Your Submissions! All submissions will 
be considered, professionally edited and a final proof will 
be sent to you for your approval. Send submissions as pdfs 
or Word documents to Executive Director Stephanie Skylar, 
steph@straightspouse.org
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Since 1987, the Straight Spouse Network’s main mission has been 
to help Straight Spouses deal with their pain and confusion. Our 
volunteers have always been dedicated to supporting all Straight 
Spouses, whether their partners are Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 
Transgender, Cross Dressers, Gender Curious... you name it. We help 
our peers find clarity, perspective and self-affirmation while they 
move through their challenging journey. We support and respect 
their difficult personal decisions, no matter what those may be. From 
mixed orientation marriage to standing by their transgender spouse 
as they transition, to divorce, we are all-inclusive. We advocate for 
LGBTQ rights in hopes of seeing fewer people becoming Straight 
Spouses in the future.  

Our face-to-face support groups are the very heart of our work. In 
personal groups, a strong spirit of camaraderie is created. Though 
people share their painful stories, there is a kind of calm that is 
experienced in knowing others understand and truly care. In groups 
people learn from others about common nuances of living with 
closeted persons. They compare notes, talk about how they handled 
all the details that need attention during the changes in their living 
situations. People move through the group experience and emerge 
stronger, knowing they are a part of something much bigger than 
themselves, forever connected in solidarity. 

This is what we do.

Amity Pierce Buxton

Amity Pierce Buxton, 
Straight Spouse Network Founder

Greetings! From the Founder’s perspective, the increase of spouses contacting the Straight Spouse Network 
these days is wonderful news. As many as 11 spouses a day email or telephone our Network for help. All this 
activity has occurred despite the decrease in funding. Support Staff members donate their time to respond to 
Triage calls for help. They do so out of dedication to our mission of reaching out to those in pain, helping them 
heal, and building bridges between Straight Spouses and the LGBTQ communities.  

Unfortunately, it doesn’t take much to bring back your memories of when you or someone you love was struggling with the life-changing 
issues all Straight Spouses must face. Please consider “paying it forward”. Join our GEM, Give Every Month, program. Whether $10, $50 or 
more monthly, you can help keep the Straight Spouse Network ship afloat for the growing number of suffering people who need our help.  

A consistent and reliable source of funds enables the Straight Spouse Network to reach out to people who need us. Funds allow us to pay 
staff members and technical services to do all it takes to run our daily operations. They maintain the infrastructure which connects new 
Straight Spouses to appropriate resources. Go to our website at www.straightspouse.org and select the white Give Every Month button in 
the top menu to make a monthly, tax deductible donation.                        – Thank you from the bottom of my heart.  Amity
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STAT E  OF THE  NETWORK

A progressive study on statistics from April 2017 through August 
2017 shows that we average 180 requests for support per month. 
Straight Spouses come to us come from 7 Canadian Provinces, 22 
Foreign Countries, and from 49 US States. 

Of course the identity of Straight Spouses in this study is 
confidential. We note how many are men, how many are women, 
marital status, length of marriage, location, their LGBTQ 
partners’ sexual identities (6 in every 100 non-straight men are 
transgender). No state, country, society, race, religion or socio/
economic group is immune to the Straight Spouse phenomenon, 
including countries who repress LGBTQ rights. 

From arranged marriages of closeted gay men to young women 
in India, to a farming family in Nebraska, the practice of closeted 
people marrying straight people is climbing to record highs. The 
number of people discovering their mates aren’t straight and then 
come to us for support keeps growing. 

One emerging group is people who were engaged to be married 
or living together. Most of those couples lived together for fairly 
long periods, some up to 12 years. Some had been engaged 
for uncharacteristically long periods of time before marrying. 
Long-term cohabitation without formal commitment, and long 
engagements can cause a great deal of anxiety. When a straight 
person has invested such a long period of their life hoping for the 
promise of security, the coming out revelation is doubly hurtful. 

This ongoing project is a geography lesson at times. Where 
exactly is Sri Lanka? Sometimes it’s unclear whether a name is 
male or female. The last category in each month’s statistics is the 
number of years people were married. That brings tears to one’s 
eyes. Those numbers represent people whose lives have been 
shattered. The highest percentage are people who were in long 
term marriages, in the 20 to 40 year range. There are people who 
contracted AIDs, people who lost everything, people who needed 
to know they were not alone. We were able to do that for them. 
But there is so much more we need to do.  

We are working harder than ever to ensure we’ll have the resources 
we’re going to need to provide comfort, empathy, education and 
change in the future.

– Linda Ehle-Callens, Facilitator Liaison, Web/Data Manager

First Impressions
Executive Director, Stephanie Skylar
This past July, I became the Executive 
Director of Straight Spouse Network. As 
with any new job, it takes a while to catch 
on. You might say I am in the discovery 
phase, figuring out all the nuts and bolts of 
keeping an organization running. 

While I may be having an uneventful day, 
men and women are desperately reaching 
out to us. They need a lifeline, fast. The 
emails and phone calls requesting support 
from Straight Spouses just keep coming. It 
is tearing me up. 

Our passionate volunteers are the First Responders who help 
every incoming Straight Spouse find the support they need. That is 
exactly what we are here for, to help people sort out the chaos. Our 
volunteers deserve a great deal of our gratitude and appreciation.

There are many organizations who support LGBTQ people and 
their families, and lobby for LGBTQ rights. The Straight Spouse 
Network is not as visible as those organizations, but we are just as 
vital. Our organization’s structure is very small, considering there 
are millions of Straight Spouses world-wide. I understand that 
some Straight Spouses want to be anonymous. After all, we are 
not the ones celebrating our status. But I think anonymity could 
be a factor that keeps us from gaining the attention and exposure 
we need to find funding to accommodate our future needs. We 
need to be more visible! 

Our emotions are similar, even though our stories have vastly 
different elements. But whether a Straight Spouse is in an MOM, 
or faces challenges within their religious community, or their 
spouse refuses to admit their LGBTQ orientation, our support 
groups are all-inclusive and there are specialized on-line groups 
supporting everyone’s unique journey to find happiness.  

I’m getting to know our Staff and Board members. I want to know 
our Straight Spouses, too. I want to hear your stories and how the 
we can be of more help. Contact me at steph@straightspouse.org 
Let’s talk!

Stephanie M. Skylar, Executive Director
Straight Spouse Network
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You catch me in all of the things that are different
And those that have not changed
In the pictures taken within the bedroom
Which you have rearranged

You catch me in the menu item
Crawfish Étouffée
In the adorable, little Asian girl
Who likes to watch me play

You catch me in the middle finger
To cars that drive too fast
In my visions of every future
You already own the past

You catch me wrapped in this girl’s sheets
That girl’s sloppy French kiss
In efforts to rub you off of myself
They all sense that you exist

You catch me in the one who looks
Just like you at first glance
In every time the happy couple
Takes the floor for their first dance

You catch me in the words you said
Pushing in the lethal dose
“I only want what’s best for us”
I wanted you the most

You catch me when I give you blame
You catch me when I don’t
So why do I keep running, then?
Maybe tomorrow you won’t 

A while back, Greg and two other men were at our support group 
meeting. As I listened to them while they talked, I was thinking 
about all the men who are in, and have moved through the group. 
They are really nice and exceptionally kind and compassionate 
men. I’ve witnessed little outward anger, although I know it’s there. 
A small percentage of men want to stay in MOM’s, but even the 
ones who don’t, seem to be fairly compassionate and accepting. 
They are not macho dudes, or chauvinist in nature. But they are 
not wimps, either. I’m sure this is why their latent lesbian ladies 
married them. Can you imagine coming out to some egomaniac 
body builders? I can’t. But still, these men are only human.  

And I’ve also often wondered why my GXH, Jerry, chose me. On 
our very first date I confided in him about my first love and how 
his betrayal had been so devastating. And yet, Jerry chose to have 
a relationship with me, even though he knew he was gay. And I’m 
convinced now he knew he would never be able to fully reciprocate 
my love for him. Why me? Why all the really fine men in my group?

I reached out to Barbara, one of my fellow SoCal facilitators, for her 
thoughts on this. I thought maybe she would have some words of 
wisdom. Her response was insightful and so enlightening. Barbara 
finally  helped me discover the explanation I’ve been searching for, 
like so many of us Straight Spouses have.

– Linda Ehle-Callens

Barbara Wrote Back...
Yes, I have noticed that men who are Straight Spouses seem 
to be more sensitive and empathetic than the average male. 
All the men in this situation I have encountered have dealt 
sensitively with their wives coming out. While heartbroken and 
sometimes resentful, they still tried to be accommodating. They 
felt the need to stay connected with their children, mindful that 
any missteps could result in denial of custody. They adjusted their 
lives in ways that were not necessarily convenient or fun. I agree 

ST RA I GHT  STOR I E S

gentleMen

First love, college sweethearts, newly-weds and then 
the bitter truth. An expressive young man, sought after 
musician, exudes dignity while bearing up under a 
broken heart, trying to forgive, struggling with waves of 
bitterness, trying to make sense of emotions through the 
difficult recovery process...
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– By Greg S.
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I suspect, however, that a person who is highly narcissistic is much 
more likely than a non-narcissistic person to actually marry a 
straight member of the opposite sex, even though he/she knows or 
suspects that his/her main attraction is to the same sex. To marry 
in order to make his/her life easier shows lack of empathy for the 
Straight Spouse, lack of caring that they can never know him/her 
thoroughly without dealing with this secret, and disregard for that 
secret’s impact on another person’s life. I suspect most gay people 
who would rather not face all that being openly gay entails reject 
marriage to an innocent partner on moral grounds. These people 
either learn to embrace their sexual orientation openly or choose 
to live with it quietly, passing for straight in areas where they feel 
they must, but not lying about it in ways that hurt others. They are 
not narcissists.

I don’t believe that everyone who marries a member of the opposite 
sex with some inkling that they have a sexual orientation issue is 
a narcissist. A person could be confused about their sexuality or 
possibly even find that it changed. I do believe, however, that it 
is more likely that those who are narcissists will simply go for the 
“easy” solution: pretend to be straight and marry someone who can 
help convince others and themselves that they are straight. They 
aren’t bothered by the duplicity, and even though they may love 
their spouse, they can’t empathize with their spouse’s confusion 
about certain aspects of the relationship, or their spouse’s pain 
should the truth be revealed.

Narcissists are great at picking out people who have been used and 
abused by other narcissists. Those who have been so victimized, 
especially those with the misfortune of having a narcissistic parent, 
may have little concept of a normal relationship. It takes a long 
time for someone who has survived by existing only for the benefit 
of a parent or a spouse to wake up to the situation and the role 
they occupied. When they do, they may well still feel sympathy 
and kindness toward the narcissist, because caring for others has 
become a part of who they are. 

So, while I agree that male Straight Spouses may be a bit unusual 
as men go, in a positive way, I think female Straight Spouses tend 
to have similar characteristics. I suspect many of us were chosen 
because we are sympathetic, caring people. Our first reaction when 
we found out this devastating news was not to take revenge. Most 
of us, after years of blaming ourselves for the state of the marriage, 
found it exhilarating simply to put the blame where it belongs. 

by Barbara W. 
Barbara is a Straight Spouse Network support group facilitator 

in the Riverside and Temecula areas in Southern California 

gentleMen cont’d from pg 4

that this sensitivity may be rarer in men. When talking to a man 
who has learned his wife is in love with a woman, I usually feel that 
he is the last person in the world who deserves this!

During the years I was helping moderate the WOBGH (Wives of 
Bi/Gay Husbands) online support group and attending a face-to-
face support group, I read and heard hundreds of stories. I, and 
others I have talked to, have observed that female Straight Spouses 
who seek support also tend to be unusually empathetic and kind. 
They often become focused on helping their husband come out, 
and are almost as upset by his difficulties as they are by their own. 
The one thing that helped me rediscover my bearings in life was 
to focus on my own needs for a change. This seems to be the most 
helpful message for both men and women in this situation, for 
both are usually heartbroken and still love their spouses.

I noticed that many Straight Spouses of both sexes mentioned 
having extremely narcissistic parents. I think the general 
consensus among personality psychologists is that when people 
are raised by narcissists, they either become like the narcissist or 
react against them, becoming the caring, nurturing person they 
would have preferred to have had as a parent. While this can be a 
virtue and can fill one’s life with meaning where it would otherwise 
be sterile, when someone is raised by narcissists it is easy to fall 
into relationships with other narcissists. One lacks knowledge and 
perspective on the dynamics of this kind of relationship; it feels 
familiar. This is what happened to me. It can become a life pattern 
to care for others to the detriment of one’s own self-development. 
 
My theory is that many, though not all, people who marry knowing 
that they have issues with same sex attraction are somewhere on 
the narcissistic spectrum. Because of discrimination, a desire for a 
traditional family and children, or career ambitions, these people 
feel they can’t cope with life as an openly a gay person. This is 
an understandable reaction in a culture where some revile such 
attractions and the people who feel them.

NEWS   NOTES&
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This is a disturbing reality.
We can’t publish pictures or names or specific events, 
but it’s real. Innocent people, mostly women, are 
married to gays who are not so innocent.  They are part 
of a secret society created by a lucrative sex industry. 
Sexual intimacy is a natural, human behavior, but 
a new acceptance of sexual depravity is becoming a 
trend. How far down the rabbit hole people have gone. 

Like creepy side-shows at the carnival, dark and sinister 
amusements attract salacious curiosity among a 
growing crowd of recreational sex thrill-seekers. One of  
the most vulnerable groups and sought-after clientele, 
are gay men; many married to straight women. It is 
an enticing world where there is no sense of morals, 
ethics, self-control or dignity. The sex industry is one of 
the most successful businesses in major cities around 
the world. There are thousands of spouses, mostly 
unsuspecting wives, whose mates are secretly living a 
double life; one as the family man at home and work, 
the other who runs away with the perverse circus on 
the sly whenever they can. 

Everyone has heard about bath houses; those have been 
around since ancient Rome. Then you have your topless 
and strip clubs with back room lap dances, no touching 
the girls - or guys, please. But today, the popularity of 
provocative sexual entertainment is heating up; fueling 
the growing industry. Anyone can find something that 
tickles their lurid fancy by simply going online. 

Sex clubs are popular with single men; openly gay men, 
men on the down low, and sometimes lesbians and even 
some MOM couples. Even young straight women go in 
groups for an adventurous night on the town. Some 
people go and play at these clubs the way others go to 
a coffee shop. It becomes their routine, and sometimes 
their obsession. They pay admission, are told about 
the rules and go on in. They can take part in all sorts 
of sexual acts with total strangers. Wham, bam, thank 
you Sam. Or, they can just watch others do their things. 
Some people just like to be seen performing any variety 
of sex acts. Those who plan to participate are provided 
with condoms, lube, and fresh towels. Some places are 
clean and neat, others are cheaper and not quite so 
inviting. Yet, they are all busy places. 

Then you have your private parties. X-rated nightlife 
offers expensive tickets that get you into a night of 
high-end debauchery. Locations are kept secret until 
just before a party. Party attendees dress up, some in 
disguise, enjoy alcohol, drugs, sex toys, bondage, and 
entertaining sexual performances by couples or groups. 

Guests can watch or pay extra to participate with the 
performers. The crowd parties until dawn and then 
returns to their regular home lives, jobs, PTA meetings.  

– B. MacGeorge

Down the Rabbit Hole

ST RA I GHT  TH INK ING
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Hole continued 

Some private clubs are a bit more sinister. They specialize 
in Pseudo-Masochism, bondage, humiliation and pain 
infliction. Men go home to their unsuspecting wives, 
who will eventually realize something is off when they 
discover their mates bruises, burns and lacerations 
which they lamely try to explain away. 

A great number of straight people have spouses who 
cheat on them, we all know that. The cheaters who are 
patrons of sex industry are a far cry from a gay husband 
who simply falls in love with a man. The down-lows go 
to great lengths to keep their activities hidden. Pseudo-
Masochists become addicted to darker sexual fantasies, 
usually have dominant personalities and sometimes 
bring that attitude home. They often become distant 
and paranoid as time passes. Their wives can be 
paralyzed with fear, held captive in a web of deceit and 
confusing mood swings. Some dominant mates, for the 
sake of pride or for the cover it provides, make it seem 
impossible for their wives to escape the marriage. 

There is a financial implication here, as well. Household 
budgets are compromised; some people take out loans, 
sometimes in their unsuspecting Straight Spouse’s 
names. Some take out second mortgages, have secret 
credit cards, or find other creative ways to finance their 
double lives. They use their private funds to pay for sex 
club activities, drugs and drinking, but also to wine and 
dine lovers, buy them gifts, pay for prostitutes and even 
pay for a secret lover’s living expenses.  

Some of the Straight Spouses who come to us for support 
know the truth about their spouses secret activities 
when they join us. Some have suspicions and make 
new discoveries while in the group.  Some put two-and 
two together after hearing others’ stories. Many stay 
trapped in an unhappy marriage for a long time while 
secretly planning their exit. Many of us have known a 
Straight Spouse who suspected this was going on after 
discovering their savings and investments slowly being 
drained away without explanation or any way to stop 
it. Some of their husbands landed in the hospital after 

a night of partying, sex, too many drugs and survived. 
But there are others that who never made it home. 

This is one of the saddest, scariest and most frustrating 
situations a Straight Spouse can face. But knowledge is 
power. It’s important for us facilitators to be aware of 
this down-low phenomenon. We must assure Straight 
Spouses that they deserve better. We should suggest 
they find a friend who will offer their home as a safe 
place for them if they feel they are in danger. We must 
urge them to find an attorney and do whatever they 
can to protect their assets. For some Straight Spouses, 
decisions are not difficult to make. Others may feel there 
is no easy way out, especially if they have no financial 
resources. However, they need to know that their 
wayward spouse will most likely be held responsible for 
all attorney fees. It’s important to note that any money 
spent on extracurricular activities is considered shared 
household funds, so oftentimes an attorney will get a 
court order to examine financial records to identify 
those expenditures. If luck is with them, 50% of 
that sum can be awarded to the 
Straight Spouse. 

These situations can be frustrating 
for group facilitators. They can 
educate and make suggestions, 
they cannot tell someone what 
to do. They cannot get involved 
personally, or put themselves or 
the organization at risk. If you 
are a Straight Spouse faced with 
this kind of situation, please 
be assured your facilitator will 
keep the situation completely 
confidential. There are always 
new challenges to face. If 
you are a facilitator and you 
need advice or help, please 
contact our Executive Director, 
Stephanie M. Skylar, at 
steph@straightspouse.org 

Linda Ehle-Callens
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It was yet another heat-wave night when I couldn’t sleep, so I 
was watching TV; channel surfing for something, anything, 
and landed on a show called Polyamory. 

The scene was set at night in a darkened, high-end cocktail 
lounge. There were about 6 guys, very hip millenials, 
sitting and standing around a polished bar discussing their 
intermingled love lives. Apparently some of them share 
their girlfriends and wives with one another. 

(And I’m paraphrasing here) The tall guy was 
like, “Yeah, when my lady is with her 
lover, he’ll do stuff I don’t necessarily like 
to do, y’ know?” Another dude says, “Like 
what?” “Like, she always wants to 
have deep, meaningful conversations 
after she has sex. I don’t do that man.” 
Hahahas all around. 

Then one guy says that at first he was a little 
jealous when his lady said she was attracted to 
the new blond guy in the group. But then he realized it 
was okay, because he trusts her, he knows he’s the 
only one she really loves, and besides, he likes and 
trusts the new blond guy. And then the short guy, 
who was the apparent leader of the pack, whose 
girlfriend was waiting at home for him, said, “I’m 
so proud of everyone here being more open to 
polyamory!”  He raised his beer, “Here’s too more 
good times!”

Apparently, the group of guys had evolved into this 
important genre and had finally, fully embraced it. They all 
said their good nights to one another, “See you soon, man”, 
did some shoulder bumps and began to disappear toward 
the front doors. Some were going home to their ladies, who 
may just become future Straight Spouses. Then the Leader 
turned to the handsome new blond guy and told him he’d 
really like to have sex with him now. The blond dude smiled 
and nodded. The couple walked out of the bar, laughing and 
chatting, and got into a taxi together. That’s when I turned 
the channel. Yet another Reality Show, bringing meaningful, 
yet edgy true stories to you and your kids. So totally real!

Tomorrow’s Straight 
  Spouses or poly-what?

ST RA I GHT  mED IA

From time to time, the Straight Spouse Network is contacted 
by film and television producers. They express what seems 
genuine interest in creating shows about Straight Spouses. 
When that happens, we get excited and hopeful. We need to 
have the realities of the Straight Spouse Experience presented 
to the world. We need to be visible and understood. We 
think, “Maybe this will be our big break!” Unfortunately, we 
always seem to end up being disappointed, all hopes dashed. 

In recent attempted negotiations between our Staff and a 
Hollywood production company, it became clear that all 

they wanted was for us to provide them with a 
‘cast’. They did not want to include the story 
of our organization, how we function and 

how straight spouses really interact 
with one another online and in 

our face-to-face support groups. 
They didn’t want to really show our 
Realities. They would not agree to having 

the Straight Spouse Network Staff,  Board 
or our founder, Amity Pierce Buxton, 
involved in any aspect of the show’s content. 
They did not want to use us as consultants 

for authenticity, either. What they wanted was a 
few young, ‘newbie’ straight spouses who would 
interact ala Straight Wives of Anytown.

Generally, these production companies are not 
at all interested in Straight Husbands. Their 
target audience is young women 18 to 25. Their 
entire show concept is this:  a small group of 
pretty young women sitting in a bar, drinking 
and talking trash about their woes.

We need to protect Straight Spouses and we want to protect 
the integrity of our organization. We do not want or need to 
be exploited and our cause minimized into a sensationalized, 
vapid excuse for entertainment. 

If you, or anyone you know, is approached by a smooth 
talking  guy who shows you his “I’m a producer” business 
card and says he wants to make you a famous Straight 
Spouse, take the card, run the other way and contact our 
Communications Director, Janet@straightspouse.org asap.

  – Linda Ehle-Callens

Not Really Real

Polyamory 
From Greek poly; many, several, 

and Latin amor, love. The 
practice of, or desire for, intimate 
relationships with more than one 
partner, with the knowledge of all 

partners. Described 
as “consensual, ethical, and 

responsible non-monogamy”.
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